
 

Appendix 
to CBSC Decision 99/00-0607 

TSN re WWF Raw is War 

 

I.        The Complaint 

The following complaint dated May 31, 2000 was sent to the CBSC: 

To Whom it may concern, 

Firstly, thank you for taking my complaint with regard to above stated program, I would like to make it 
clear that my complaint is not limited to this particular airing of WWF on TSN but to the content of WWF 
and WCW programming in general both on TSN and Sportsnet. However, as you have requested the 
specifics with regard to each program I will limit my complaint to the May 29, 2000 TSN broadcast of 
WWF Raw is War. 

I had particular interest in this broadcast as it was aired from Vancouver where I live. Several of the 
children in my wife’s school were attending the event and I have in the past viewed my concerns with The 
Sports Network with regard to the content of WWF and WCW programming which I believe is vulgar, 
sleazy, sexist and violent. 

You cannot get me to watch an entire airing of this trash, but I viewed the following actions on May 29th: 

-    A wrestler dressed as a pimp with his "Ho Train", women dressed sleazily depicted as whores. 
-    The crowd chanting a--hole as Vince McMahon threw barbs with a wrestler in the ring. 
-    The same wrestler calling McMahon an a--ole into the stage microphone. 
-    A wrestler calling another scantily clad women a slut. 
-    A rock band member telling two wrestlers to f— off (bleeped out). 
-    Excessive violence including chairs smashed over heads, a hockey stick jabbed into the groin and the 
usual array of over the 
     top punching, kicking and slapping in and out of the ring. 
-    Vulgar signage in the arena including "Stephanie, You Slut", "My Nutz Stink" and "I’m a Ho". 

I have phoned TSN several times to complain about this type of programming. Their response to me is 
that they are following CRTC guidelines. This is completely unacceptable to me for several reasons not 
the least of which is that TSN and Sportsnet have been granted licenses to air sports programming. By 
absolutely no definition can these programs be considered sports or wrestling and the outcomes are 
staged and predetermined. Quite simply, these programs are aired because of their large viewing 
audience and TSN justifies it because the CRTC allows them to. Please explain to me why. 

Thanks again for your time. 

II.       Broadcaster Response  



The broadcaster responded to the complainant's letter on June 28, 2000 with the 
following: 

Thank you for your e-mail, which we received through the CBSC. I appreciate your concerns and 
apologize if the program offends you. I wanted to reply as soon as possible and let you know your 
feedback is valuable to us. 

I understand that you have communicated your point of view about wrestling to both T. F. and G. B. I am 
also aware that Mr. B. forwarded you a letter on April 26, 2000 in an attempt to address some of your 
concerns. 

Please let me reiterate some of the points that Mr. B. raised in his letter. Wrestling comprises less than 
one per cent of TSN’s schedule. The core of our schedule is live, major sports and sports news. Mr. B. 
also outlined that TSN took the responsible step in February to revise our schedule and air wrestling 
during evening hours only. Finally, he outlined how the program is edited in accordance with our 
broadcasting standards with inappropriate scenes and language removed, or as you indicate in your 
letter, blanked out. 

With respect to editing, you may be interested to learn that some viewers suggest more editing is 
required, while the majority say too much editing already occurs. We are working to achieve a balance for 
everyone concerned. 

Let me add that wrestling has been part of the sports television viewing experience for 40 years and 
remains one of broadcasting’s most unique sports entertainment properties. Our audience relations 
department has ongoing contact with viewers who understand that the scenes are exaggerated and 
appreciate the theatrical exhibition of agility and athleticism. 

In closing, let me thank you again for writing and offering your feedback. We will continue to monitor the 
program and continue to take the responsible steps, as required, in the future. 

III.  Additional Correspondence 

The complainant was unsatisfied with the broadcaster’s response and returned his 
signed Ruling Request on July 25, 2000, accompanied by the following note: 

I received a reply to my complaint from TSN on June 28th which I will also forward to you. I am not 
satisfied with TSN’s response for the following reasons: 

-    The letter states that wrestling comprises less than 1% of TSN’s schedule. What it doesn’t mention is 
that fully 40% of TSN’s prime time schedule is dedicated to WWF and WCW programming (9:00 - 11:00 
pm Monday and Tuesday as a minimum). In fact, the time slots provided this programming are among my 
biggest concerns as prime time draws the largest number of viewers including many children. 

-     The letter states that the programming has been edited to reflect a balance of what viewers would like 
to see. My understanding was that certain criteria (outlined on the CBSC Web page) have to be met to 
pass CRTC guidelines. Just because society’s lowlifes are demanding more sleaze and violence doesn’t 
mean the broadcaster can violate the guidelines. 

-     The letter states wrestling has been a part of sports television for 40 years. Completely untrue! Fake 
wrestling has been on television for 40 years but has not been associated with sports television until 
TSN’s partnership with WWF and WCW. Until then fake wrestling (in its much more inoffensive existence) 
was limited to local stations and two-bit cable operations. Only Vince McMahon’s recent marketing of 



WWF has led to it being shown in such proliferation on American cable stations. Yet still, no true sports 
network shows fake wrestling including the most recognized and arguably best sports network ESPN. 
The majority of wrestling today is shown on trash stations like UPN and TNT. TSN, in my opinion, lowers 
itself to this level by showing fake wrestling. 

-     The letter closes stating that TSN will continue to monitor its programming and take responsible steps 
in the future. My contention is that this will only happen if forced to do so by the body responsible for 
appropriate television viewing in Canada, the CRTC. I have made every effort to express my concerns to 
the appropriate parties and now ask that the tape of this program be viewed to determine if this is the type 
of programming we find acceptable in our country. 

  

  

 


